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Abstract 

Artiiicially ccrnimutatecl hvdc converter is analyscd to obtain the steady slate performance characteristics. These are 
preserltcd in two parts. 111 part I. the convertor is analysccl for thyristor conduction overlap angle less than 60' to 
evaluate dvlrit. cotlvcrtcr inipedance and reactive power chiwctcristics under constant output direct current and con- 
stant firing angle modes of operation. Non-characteristic har~nonics in the ac line current arising due to firing imbal- 
ance ;~rc also presented. 

I n  pis[ 11. the converter is analysed for thyristor conductic)n overlap angle greater than 60". Operating characteris- 
iic reported ir~cludc thyristor ~oltilgc, diidt, dv/dt, acldc characteristic harmonics, convertcr impedances, effect of the 
line c;ipacitivc reactance on output dc voltage :~nd p ~ w ~ r .  These art. presented to evaluate hasic perfor~nance and 
con\t;uit output direct current niode of operation. 

Con~purison of thc artificially conimutatecl converter with naturally conimutnted converter is drawn at each stage 
to cvalt~atc its suitnbility. 

Artificially Com~nutated Converter (ACC) hiis been analysed in the past to understand its po- 
tential application to hvdc tr:mmission systni~s'-". The basic operating characteristics like thy- 
ristor \wltagt', di/dt, output dc voltage and power have bee11 reported earlier along with the pos- 
sible extended firing angle range of 360"'. The harrnoilics in ac line current and output dc volt- 
agc.l'wlts o n  ac side and converter responses have also been reported2. Further, power inversion 
to weilk ac systems has been evaluated and reportedi-'. A comparison of thyristor ratings for 
both Artii'icially Cummutated Converter IACC) and Naturally Ccmmutated Converter ( NCC) 
h;l\ bccn donc dong with the capacitor ratings3. Further, it has been shown that ACC can be 
weii i.rlong with NCC to realise hybrid converter which has a feature of zero rcactive power 
demi~nd for given rangc of firing angle4. The is line current and dc voltage harmonics of such a 
hybrid convestcr hove been reported4. However, the ACC nnnlysis in all the above papers is 
cnut'ined 10 overlap angle less than 60'. 

I11 this paper thc previously rcportcd steady state ACC analysis is extended to cover the 
overlap anglc. I-ange L I ~ O  120°. Comparison of' ACC with NCC is drawn for the performance 
ch~u-ac~eristic involving reactive power, dvtdt, converter impedance, harmonics in detail which 
h v c  not been reposted exlier in literature to the best of the knowledge OF the authors. 

The per unit system used rcmains same as reported in reference', i.e. the dc rated current and 
the ac line voltage have been chosen to be 1.0 p.u. 
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FIG. 1. Power circuit (ACC). FIG. 2. Thyristor conduction (y i 60"). 

The power circuit considered for ACC is shown in fig. 1. The converter is modelled as a current 
source converter. The thyristor firing sequence is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The converter can operate 
in any of the following modes of conduction depending upon the angle of overlap (y). 

The conduction pattern of the thyristors for this mode is shown in fig 2. It has three and two 
thyristors conducting alternately. Thyristor conduction period is ( 120" + y) ". The conlmutation 
equivalent circuits are shown in fig. 3. 

The conduction pattern of the thyristors for this mode is shown in fig. 4. It has thur and thrce 
thyristors conducting alternately. Thyristor conduction period is (1  20" + y)'. Thc colnmutaion 
equivalent circuits are shown in fig. 5. 

The equivalent circuits shown in fig. 3 and 5 are used to derive, the commutation curl-ent, 
output direct current and voltage expressions. Commutation in both the circuits is assunmi f'som 
thyristor I to 3. 

u 

Fa. 3. commutation equivalent circuits (y < 60'). Frci. 4. Thyristor contiuction (y > 60"). 
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dcc 

dcc 

FIG. 5.  Commutation equivalent circuits (y > 60"). 

The commutation currentb) as well as the output dc voltage expressions given i n '  appear to 
have typographical errors. Also, no expression for output direct current is explicitly given in 
any of the reported papers. As such, far the ready reference of the user, simplified expressions 
for output direct current and voltage are given in appendix-I. Corresponding expressions for 
averlap angle greater than 60°, along with the necessary explanations towards their derivations, 
are presented in appendix-11. For obtaining expressions, the following three phase voltage are 
assumed. 

e,, = v,,,,, sin (ot + a + 150") 

eh = v~,,,, sin (at + a + 30") 

t',. = I ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~  sin (at -t a - 90") 

Further the thyristor 3 is fired at a t  = 0.0" to conmutate thyristor 1. 

PART- I : STEADY STATE PERFORMANCE (OVERLAP ANGLE LESS THAN 60") 

The control modes considered are given below: 

A. Constant output direct current 

The independent variable considered for this mode is firing angle. 

3. Constanrfiring angle 

The independent variable considered for this mode is output direct current. Constant output 
direct current mode is a commonly used mode for hvdc converters. The constant firing angle 
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characteristics obtained from the output direct current and voltage exprcssions 3ivc.n in  appctn- 
dix-I can be effectively used to accommodate the constant extinction angle chari.ictcristics. 
These are of concern for inverter operation5. As such, the modes A ;mi B togcthcs are ndequnte 
to understand the ACC operation. 

Further, to understand the behaviour of ACC in these modes, active and roac~ive po\\'c.r. 
characteristics are derived using the output direct cu~rent and voltage expressions (appendix-I 
and using the ac line current model suggested in references'. These characteristics give ;in indi- 
cation of how the capacitive reactance influences the reactive power and hence, the power I':Ic- 
tor of operation. 

dvldt stress on the thyristors is an important pi~~imeter for selection o f  these duviccs ant1 thc 
associated damper circuits. This is analysed in both modes A and B. 

When the converter forms a part of the topal transmission network, it beco~ucs necessary to 
model it as a variable impedance presented to the ac bus. NCC has been already   nod el led to 
this effect and presented". The impedance is normally consisting of a pard lcl corn binaiil HI 01 
resistance and reactance connected to the ac bus. 

These elements are functions of the firing angle as well as the overlap angle. In  a similar 
way, when the converter draws power from a dc source, it needs to be rcpresentcd as ;1 scsistivc 
impedance connected across the dc source. A study has been done to determine ttic vxiatiou o f  
these impedance's under both modes A and B. This will fizcilitatc modelling thc conv~stcs ;I% a 
variable ac/dc impedance for stability and voltage collapse studies. 

Non-characteristic harmonics in ac line current are generated clue t o  si~ppiy i~nhalancc or 
due to the thyristor firing imbalance and they have an inlpxt on thc input ac lino filtcr and 
transformer design. The firing imbalance is more likely to cxist during normal operalion . 'The 
study of these non-characteristic harmonics is restricted here to only firing imhalmcc which is 
considered to be C = 2". Firing of thyristor 1, 3, 5, is advanced and that ot' thyisrors 4. h. 2 is, 

retarded by C = OO. Further, the total conduction period of thyristor 1 and 4 ic r-cdrtccd hy  C' . 
The ac line cussent model remains same as suggested in referet~cc'. 

1. Active power, reactive power and dv/dt characteristics for modes A and B arc given ill  fig. 6 
and 7. The range for mode A is restricted upto 145' since this is where the NC'C olw;\tion 
stops. However, it must be noted that the ACC characteristics arc estendnhle huyorld tl~is. I n  
mode B the characteristics are compared upto output direct current \laluc ol' 1.2 p.11. 

The active power charactelistics in both modes A and B show i t  sn~;tll incscasc ill  pow^^ 

with the ACC. In mode A, these characteristics exhibit difr'ercnt slopcs in thwc q i o n s  
namely 0-60°, 60"-120" and 120"-145". In mode B, the ct-taracterislics arc psxtically thc 
same for ACC and NCC upto direct current value of 0.7. However, beyond this value oi'O.7. 
the ACC characteristics changes its slope and shows increase in power. Thc renctivc power. 
with ACC is smaller compared to NCC upto a = 120" in ruode A. The. clifitrenco incrcitsct 
towards a = Oo where the reactive power drops to almost 20% co~np~ircd to that of NCC 
(characteristic with Xc = 0.9). Beyond a = 120° the NCC reactive power starts dropping at 
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FIG. 6. Active power, rcactive power and dvldt variation 
for control mode A (y < 60"). 

OUTPUT DIRECT CURRENT (P. U.1- 

FIG. 7. Active power, reactive power ilnd dvldt variation 
for control mode B (y < 60"). 

I 

faster rate as cornpawl to AGC. Beyond a = 135" it is smaller than ACC. In mode B, the 
characteristics are practicttlly the same for ACC and NCC upto output direct current value 
of 0.7. However, beyond this value of 0.7, the ACC characteristics changes its slope and 
shows a decrease in reactive power. 

The dvldt characteristics in both modes A an3 B show a marked difference. In mode A, the 
characteristics are similar to bath-tub curves, In mode b, the dvldt characteristics for NCC is 
:I constant value characteristics and for ACC it varies linearly with the output direct current. 
It shows clearly that in both modes the dv/dt Pxed by the thyristors increases considerably 
with the ACC. The maximum values observed are compared in Table I. The increase in 
dvldt is a point of concern for ACC designs. 

Table 1 
dvldt (max) p.u./rad observed for y < 60". Bracketted figures give the percentage 
increase for ACC over the coirespo~lding NCC values. 

NCC ACC REMARKS 

XcO= 0.0 XcO= 0.3 Xc0= 0.9 dccO= 1.0, X lo= 0.1 1 1 
Modc A 1.414 1 ,9331)  3.155(123) a= 30°, XI0= 0.1 11 
Mode B 1.225 1.96 l(60) a=30°, XlO=O. l t l  
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FIG. 8. Onput dc resistance variation for control mode A FIG. 9. Input shunt resistance and reactance variation for 
(y < 60'). control mode A (y < 60°), 

2. Converter impedances (output resistance Rd, input shunt resistance Rac and reactance Xac ) 

variations for mode A are shown in fig. 8 and 9 and for mode B are shown in fig. 10. Thcse 
characteristics reflect the active and reactive power behaviours of thc converters. 

The converter output resistance Rd depends upon the ratio active power/(output direct cur- 
rent)2. In mode A, since the output direct current is constant the output rcsist;ince Rd is 
proportional to active power. This can be seen from the characteristics in figg. 8. I n  tnode B, 
the output direct current varies and since the active power characteristic i s  linear, the output 
resistance characteristic is inversely proportional to the output direct current (fig. 10). The 
ACC and NCC output resistance characteristic are, however, close to each other, 

The reflected shunt resistance Rac and reactance Xac vay inversely in proportion to the ac- 
tive power and reactive power demand of the canverter. As the powers tend to zero these irn- 
pedances increase rapidly. This is clear from the figs. 9 and 10. 

The non-characteristic harmonics have been analysed only for most relevant case, i.c. im- 
balance in thyristor firings- These are platted for mode B since it gives an ide"t of the entire out- 
put direct current range operation (fig. 11). The imbalance effect in rcrnls of rhesc non- 
characteristics harmonics can be summarised as below : 

(a) All these non-characteristic harmonics for ACC as well as NCC are less than 3% value of 
the operating direct current. 
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FIG. 10. Output dc resistance, input shunt resistance and 
reactance variation for control mode B (y < 60"). 

FIG. 1 1. Non-characteristic hrwmonics (ac line current) 
for control mode B (y ..c 60"). 

(b) As the harmonic number. increases, its percentage reduces. 

(c) Harmonic 2,3,4, and 6 show almost the same value in  both ACC as well as in NCC. 

(d) Beyond 6"' harmonic, the percentage of harmonics in ACC increases w.r.t. those in NCC. 
Typical comparison at output direct current of 1 .DO p.u. shows that in ACC the 8" harmonic 
increases by 15% and 18'" harmonic increases by 150% over the corresponding values of 81h 
and I gth harmonic of NCC. The harmonic between 8" and 1 8" show the percentage increase 
between I5 to 150. It should be noted that the absolute percentage values are however 
small. Corlsidering that the percentage is less than 3% for a11 the harmonics, a single high- 
pass filter could be used effectively to attenuate higher order harmonics beyond 6. The 
lower order harmonics below 6, if necessary, could be attenuated with tuned filters. 

erformance (overla angle greater thau 

Like NCC this mode in ACC is chuacterised by high current and low voltage operation. The 
line capacitive reactance, however, controls the output current. Fig. 12. shows typical output dc 
voltage vs current characteristics for ACC as we11 as NCC operating in this mode. Operating 
region for NCC is between a = 30' to 90' while for ACC is observed between a = 210' to 
270'. The output dc voltage and power decrease as the capacitive reactance is increased. This 
effect is shown in fig.13. The analysis of ACC with this mode of overlap angle is presented in 
two parts as below: 

a) Basic Performance 
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FIG. 12. Output dc voltage vs output direct current char- FIG. 13. Output dc voltage vs capacitive rcact,incc. and 
acteristics (y > 60"). output power vs cnpacitivc rcitctancc chariictcristics 

(y " 60"). 

b) Constant output direct current control mode (control mode A). 

Basic performance for ACC is compared with NCC at the same operating point. Thc operat- 
ing point chosen has same values output direct current, voltage and hence, the output power.. 
The operating characteristics compared include commutation current, di/dt, thyristor voltqc, 
dvldt and characteristic harmonics in ac line cuirent and output dc voltage. 'rlzcsc arc given in 
figs. 14 to 18. The constant output direct cutrent control mode (control nrode A )  is chtrscn on 
the similar lines as the mode A examined under overlap angle less than GOa opcrution, Thc out- 
put direct current is constrained here between 3.5 to 3.7 p.u. (average value 3.6 p .1~  ). T~IC per- 
formance of ACC and NCC is then analysed throughout the corresponding availahlu firing 
range. For the set of values chosen (xl = 0.2, xc = 0.43), it is found that thc NCC firing angle 
range between 30" to 70' and ACC firing angle range betwee11 230" to 260U pivcs appmxi- 
mately the same output power range (-0.86 to 1.75 p.u.). As such, instead of the firing angle, 
output power is chosen as the independent variable ta plot the perliminnce chaructcristics, The 
performance characteristics include dijdt, thyristor voltage, dv/dt, ractive power, converter 
impedances and characteristic harmonics in ac line current and output clc voltage. Thcse ;ire 
given in figs. 21 to 27. 

The ac line current waveform considered for analysis is given in fig. 19. A typical waveform 
of the line capacitor voltage is shown in fig. 20. The output dc voltage consists of 6 pulses/ 
cycle. The pulse shape is as given in fig. 15. 
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FIG. 14. Commutation current and dildt characteristics 
(y > 60"). 

FIG. 15. Thyristar voltage variation (y > 60"). 

For the same operating point (output direct current and voltage), the commutation overlap 
angle reduces for ACC. As a consequence, the initial dildt value is higher in ACC (fig.14). 
However, the di/dt (max) is of the same order (3.55 p.u./md for ACC against 3.5 p.u./rad for 
NCC). This is observable from fig. 14 for same operating point as well as fig. 24 for control 
mode A. 

The ~naxi~nunl thyristor voltage and dvldt (max) also do not change appreciably in ACC as 
compared to NCC. This is possible to conclude from figs. 15 and 16 for same operating 
paint as well as from figs. 24 and 25 for control nlode A. However, as shown in fig. 25 for 
control mode A, the thyristor voltage decreases by almost 33% in ACC compared to NCC 
when active power demanded becomes zero. 

ACC draws leading reactive power. The characteristic is observed to be flat in the major 
operating range (active power variation between -0.8 to 1 .O p.u.) for control rnode A. The 
NCC and ACC ckaacteristics appear to be mirror image of each other (fig. 21 .). 

The converter impedance characteristics (output resistance Rd and input skn~mt resistance 
Rac) closely match for ACC and NCC in control mode A (figs 22 and 23). Since the output 
current is constant, the output resistance (Rd) varies linearly with output power. The input 
shunt resistance (Rac), however, varies inversely with the active power. The input shunt re- 
actance (Xac) also varies inversely with the reactive power. Since the reactive power in 
control mode A has a flat characteristic, the same is exhibited by the input shunt reactance 
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FIG. 16. dvldt variation (y> 60'). 

HARMONIC NUMBER - 
FIG. 17. Characteristic harmonics (ac line currcnt) 
(y > 60"). 

(Xac) characteristics (fig. 22).The characteristics of NCC and ACC also remain mirror inl- 
age of each other. 

5. For the same operating point, characteristic harmonics in ac line current and output dc volt- 
age appear to be higher in ACC as compared to NCC (figs. 17 and 18). I-Iowcver, wheri the 
entire power range as in control mode A is considered (figs. 26 and 27) it shows that: 

e) the 7, 11 & 13th harmonics in ac line current for ACC remain of the same order as ttlosc 
for NCC. The 5th harmonic, on the other hand, is more in ACC in two regions (active 
power region between -0.86 to 0.38 and 0.35 to 1.5 p a . ) .  The milxirnurn differential in- 

FIG. 18. Characteristic harmonics (output dc voltage 
(y > 60"). 

FIG. 19. AC line current wavcfosm (y -. 00" ), 

HARMONIC NO. .-b 

FIG. 20. Capacitor voltage waveform (y > 60W). 
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+c. 21. Reactive powcr vs active powcr characteristics 
h > 60"). 

FIG. 22. Output dc resistance vs active power and input 
shunt reactance vs active power variation (h  > 60"). 

crease in the 5th harmonic for ACC is only 0.67% observed at 0.8 p a .  active power. As 
the active power demanded reduces to zero, the 5th hmnonic in ACC falls down sub- 
stantially. However, in both ACC as well as i11 NCC the harmonics in ac line current are 
less than 470. 

13 the dc voltage harmonics do not vary substantially in ACC and NCC except in the re- 
gion 0 to -0.4 p . ~ .  of active power. In this region the ACC harmonic percentage falls 
down as compared to that of NCC. Overall the harmonics are below 0.35 p.u, absolute 
value. 

i. Considering that the output power can be substantially reduced by increasing the capacitive 
reactance in line (fig. 13) and the ac line current harmonics are mall  (fig. 26), the ACC in 
this overlap mode angle of greater than 60" shows possibility of its use as a reactive power 
controller. 

7 .  The operating range of the firing angle for ACC is restricted from 210' to 270' as against 
the range of 30" t;o 90" for NCC. The output power range (as in control made A) can be 
maintained same for both ACC and NCC (fig. 12). It is observed that Xc/X1 ratio around 
2.15 gives this range. This ratio also gives the power inversion capability for ACC into a 
weak ac system aver the entire output power range. 

3verlap angle less than 60" 
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FIG. 23. Input shunt resistance vs active power variation 
(y> 60"). 

FIG. 24. di/dt (max) vs active power and dv/dt (max) vs 
active power variation (y =. 60"). 

Fm. 25. Thyristor voltage vs active powcr vsriation 
(y> 60"). 

The reactive power drawn by ACC can be reduced in comparison with NCC over nxlxitnum 
possible operating range of the firing angle by properly selecting the XcIXI ratio, However, 
the dvtdt stress on the thyristors increases considerably as this ratio ir~creases. This c;m flit~t '  

constraints on the ACC design and implementation. The non-characteristic harnlcrnics in ac 
line are observed to be less than 3% of the operating output direct current. This is fix a firing 
imbalance of 2". Thus, they do not pose any serious threat to the input filter design. A single 
highpass filter can be effectively used to attenuate the higher order hurtuonics heycmd 6 to an 
acceptable limit. The lower order harmonics, if necessary, could be attenuated with tuncd f'il- 
ters. Converter impedance characteristics presented give an insite for t l~c  ACC to he modellcd 
as a variable impedance connected to an ac or dc terminals. This will be useful li)r stability 
studies. 

verlap angle greater t 

This mode is adequately analysed to understand basic perforn~ance of ACC. To ohti~ifl thc 
same output power range as that of NCC, XctX1 ratio around 2.15 can be uscd a guideline. 
value. Increase in the capacitive reactance (Xc), however decreases the output powcr rii[lgc, 
It is shown that the thyristor voltage, dildt and dvldt stresses on the thyristoss arc compnsable 
to those observed with NCC. The characteristic harmonics in ac line are below 4% of the 
operating output direct current value both for ACC and NCC. The harmonics ale compmblc., 
except 5th, which decreases considerably in ACC as the active power reduces to zero. The 
characteristic harmonics in output dc voltage of ACC do not vary substwtidly except in  the 
region 0 to -0.4 p.u. of the active power where the ACC shows drop in the harmonic pescent- 
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ACTIVE POWER 1 P. U . h  

FIG. 26. Characteristic harmonics (ac line current) vs 
active power variation (y > 60'). 

FK;. 27. Characteristic harmonic (output dc voltage) vs 
active power variation (y ? 60'). 

ages. Overall the harmonics are below 0.35 p.u. absolute value. The ACC draws leading reac- 
tive power in this overlap mode. The active power can be considerably reduced by increasing 
the Xc/Xl ratio. Since, the ac line current harmonics are small, ACC in this overlap angle mode 
of operation shows its possible application as a reactive power controller. This aspect needs to 
be examined in detail. Converter impedance characteristics presented can be effectively used 
for modelling the converter as a variable impedance connected to an ac or dc bus for stability 
studies. 

( - - , - -  ---- -- [ W W cos(a + y )  - E5 cosa + - ~ 5  cosa+LLsin  a + -Jsin(a + y) 
2 ~ ( d  -a:) (0 0 

dcc = 
0 

(4rc-3y)$ D5 
- 1 + [ 1(1+11) 1 

3fivpm vdc = - [cos a + cos(cr + y ) ]  
2n 
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Constants used in the above expressions are given at the end of Appendix-11. 

From the thyristor conduction pattern given in Fig. 3 and the equivalent circuits given in Fig. 5. 
It can be seen that thyristor current i l  decreases to zero and the thyristor c u ~ ~ e n t  i3 increascs to 
doc in the overlap durtion of 4 . Considering this, the current I1 has the following governing 
equations obtained from the three modes A, B, C given in Fig. 5. 

Mode Equations Initial Conditions 

A di 1 i l(0) = dcc, vX(O)=VxI, V,(O)=V,,~ ,v,(O)=V,, 
e,-L--v,=O 

dt 
I3 dil i l(0) = i 1 (2), v,(0)=Vx2, V,(O)=V,~,V,(O)=V,~ 

eb -e,+2L---+v, -v,, = O  
dt 

C dil il(0) = i1(3), vx(O)=Vx3, vy(O)=Vy3,vz(O)=Vz_?, 
eb+L- -vy=0  

dt 

Considering the 60' symmetry of the circuit 

VY3 = -V,, = V,, + V,, as V, + V,. + V.. = 0 

Thus, to evaluate i l  in all modes following six variables will have to be crilculutctl. 

VVI, VYl, Vr3, Vy3, il(2) and i l (3)  

These require six simultaneous equations to evaluate them The required cquatiom C ~ I I  hc 
obtained in various ways. One of the ways is as suggested below. 

Obtain four equations based on charging of the capacitors i n  pliase ':i'iand pti;~t. 'h' in  
modes A and B. These equations are related to V,,, Vxz, VYI  and VY7. i l ( 2 )  i t~ id  i l (3) ;ISC C I I ~  

conditions of mode A and B respectively. Hence, these yield two equations rclatcd to i 1 ( 2 )  anti 
il(3). 

After solving for these six variables, i l  can be equated to zero at t = y/o to gct thc ticc cx- 
pression. 

Because of the 60' symmetry, the average dc voltage (vdc) can he obtiiii~ed by considering 
average over a period of' 60". Consider the modes A and I3 of Fig. 5. 

In mode A, four thyristors conduct and hence, the output vokige is zcnl fix diir.;ttion i y-00)". 

In mode B, the instantaneous dc voltage vdc (ot) is given by 

The commutation loop equation is 
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dil 
v, - v, + eb - e,, + 2L - = 0 as il + i3 = dcc 

dt 

Using the loop equation, vdc (at) can be rewritten as below. 

3 
vdc(@t) = - (v, - e,.) 

2 

Therefore, average dc voltage vdc will be 

However, to evaluate this expression initial voltage v,? is required. In mode BB, the capaci- 
tor voltage v, changes from v,? to v , ~  or V,? to -VXI (using the 60" symmetry). 

dcc 
Therefore, VZ2 = -(2n / 3 - y )  - c, where V,, where V,, is already known. Thus, the av- 

Co 
ertlge dc voltage vdc can be obtained. 

The dcc and vdc expression based an above procedures are as given below. 

Nurn 
dc:c = - 

Den 
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The constants used in the above expressions are 

D3 = sin [(m,,/o)(y-n/'J)] , E3 = cos [(o,,/o)(y-d3j l 
D4 = sin [(o,,lo)(2d3-y)] , E4 = cos [(w,j/~)(2n/3-y)j 
a5 = sin [(anyfa)] , E5 = cos [(o,y/o')] 
D6 = sin [(o,,.rc/3w)] , E6 = cos [(o),,7tj30)] 

NOMENCLATURE 

Commutation capacitance 
Output direct current 
Outgoing thyristor current (thyristor 1 considered) 
Commutation inductance 
Output dc resistance 
Reflected ac shunt resistancelphase 
real time 
Output dc voltage 
Line valtage 
Phase voltage peak 
hstantaneous voltage of capacitor in phase 'a' 
Instantaneous voltage of capacitor in phase %' 
lnstantaneous voltage of capacitor in phase 'c' 
Supply angular frequency (radis) 
Natural frequency in commutation loop (rad/s) 
Reflected ac shunt reactancefphase 
Capacitive reactance in line (oC) 
Commutation reactance (aL) 
Firing angle of the thyristors 
Commutation overlap angle 
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